
THE GETTING READY FOR PRIMO VE SESSION WILL BEGIN AT 2:00 PM

Welcome to the webinar!

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO (LIVE): ADVICE FOR CREATING PRIMO VE USER GUIDES
Krista Bowers Sharpe, Western Illinois University
Christina Norton, Bradley University
Dee Anna Phares, Northern Illinois University

• Your microphones are muted. Please turn off your video.

• Most questions will be answered after each presentation. 

• Please type any questions into the chat box. Planning committee members are 
monitoring the chat.

• This session will be recorded and made available on the CARLI website.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome, everyone. It's 2:00, so we're going to get started. This presentation is “Know before you go (live): advice for creating Primo VE User guides.” My name is Krista Bowers Sharpe from Western Illinois University, a member of the CARLI Public Services Committee. Presenting with me are Christina Norton from Bradley University and Dee Anna Phares from Northern Illinois University, both members of the CARLI Instruction Committee. We'll be talking about our subcommittee's efforts to address the need libraries will have to provide end-user guides and documentation for Primo VE, particularly in the time immediately following our go-live date. At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be able to make appropriate choices when creating Primo VE guides and tutorials for their patrons that are informed by the knowledge that certain formats may be best suited for certain types of assistance and that basic rules of graphical representation are important.
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With lots of help from CARLI Staff!

SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also wanted to acknowledge the other members of our joint subcommittee, listed here, as well as the incredible amount of work that CARLI staff has put into the committee projects this year. We certainly couldn't have done it without them as they were often the ones urging us forward as we pursued multiple projects in multiple subcommittees.



INTRODUCTION

Content covered Delivery format used

Ways to approach guide creation for Primo VE

Knowledge of Primo VE

Space in 
Primo VE

LibGuides

Tutorials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our subcommittee began with the idea of looking for already existing guide content on the various aspects of Primo VE. But during the process our thinking changed and we moved to an approach in which the delivery mechanism or format for assistance gained an equal consideration or weight as that of the concepts or skills being taught. 



Content approach: Skills Necessary for Go-Live Date

CONTENT

• Basic searching
• Advanced searching
• Filtering results
• Brief results screen
• Full display screen
• How to get stuff in results lists: physical or electronic
• Paging Through Search Results
• My Library Card
• What is a discovery layer?

Selected and adapted from Ex Libris End User Guide page: 
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/020Primo_VE/End_User_Help?v=3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As stated, our subcommittee began the project by looking for guides. This seems patently obvious: why re-invent the wheel if it is already out there? At first we didn't think of particular skills, probably because most of us were still unfamiliar with Primo VE and didn't yet know what might be needed. After gathering a random assortment of Libguide urls, we happened upon the Ex Libris End User documentation page. The link to this resource is at the bottom of the slide. While the documentation itself seemed to most of us to be written in fairly technical language and therefore not immediately helpful for the average student or even faculty member, we did decide that their list of guides could be useful as a way to organize our thoughts. We first examined the list and divided it into two types of skills. The first type is those skills that we felt were basic or core skills needed by students, faculty, and staff for using Primo VE immediately following the changeover. That is the list you see on this slide. We set the rest of Ex Libris's list off to one side as more advanced skills that could be addressed in later months once people have gotten used to the basics. We then divided up the list of core skills amongst ourselves and began to search.

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Primo/Product_Documentation/020Primo_VE/End_User_Help?v=3


CONTENT:  SEARCHING FOR EXISTING GUIDES

Why didn’t we find more?
– It’s new
– Monthly updates
– A whole new beast

Existing Primo VE Help Online

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What was the result of our search? We were able to find some guide content, but on the whole this method didn't produce the results we'd desired. Rather than a plentiful supply of example guides for the various Primo VE skills, we in contrast were left with a fairly short list of documentation. This slide shows screenshots from a few examples. At times we would find a LibGuide box that librarians might be able to use as a model, for instance the box at top right about signing in, the My Library Card feature. In other cases, only portions of a LibGuide box covered a given skill. The other two screenshots are sections of LibGuide boxes addressing the use of facets—in this case for limiting to recent publications—and the way that users can obtain listed items: the Get it or View It options. Why didn't we find more content? Well, first of all, Primo VE is a new product so libraries haven't had much time to create guides. But we wonder if the nature of Primo VE isn't affecting the amount of guides created, due to its frequent changes through monthly updates and the fact that it is quite different from the OPACs that many libraries previously used.



Delivery format approach: Where do you explain what?

FORMAT

LibGuides Video Tutorials Primo VE Landing Page

Content Various skills and 
aspects of Primo VE

Features not as 
likely to change

►“What is this?”

►Links to guides, etc.

Graphics Use good graphical 
representation rules

►Use good graphical   
representation rules

►Make mobile-friendly

Currency Easiest to update, but 
still consider monthly 
updates

Harder to change, 
so limit to basics

Discuss feasibility of 
updates with your Primo 
VE admin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point we changed the way we had been thinking about user guides. Instead of looking at a laundry list of skills, we realized that it might be more important to consider the format of delivery. As you can see from our chart here, we identified three main formats for Primo VE user assistance: LibGuides (or other online text-based guides), video tutorials, and the landing page within a library's instance of Primo VE. We considered what type of information might be best in which formats, and also considered issues related to currency and the use of graphics. LibGuides or similar guides are the best suited to cover the widest range of topics, as they are the easiest to update and more librarians within an organization are likely to have editing rights for them. I'll now turn it over to Dee Anna to continue discussing these formats.



We wanted tutorials to use as models
What did we find?
— Alma tutorials
— Ex Libris Knowledge Center
— Monthly updates make them impractical

TUTORIALS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Dee Anna, and I will be talking to you about tutorials. Many libraries rely on tutorials to provide patrons with step-by-step instructions on how to do everything from logging into their library accounts to finding materials in a subject-specific database. And, originally, our subcommittee was focused on finding examples of Primo VE tutorials to use a models and then creating some simple tutorials that I-Share schools could use to assist their patrons after we made the switch. What we found is that there were virtually no tutorials beyond Ex Libris’s Knowledge Center—and most were focused on training staff and were about using Alma more than Primo VE. After speaking with librarians and staff at institutions who already use Alma and Primo VE, the reason became clear—the monthly updates lead to real logistical problems for the creation of tutorials; it means constantly re-doing them to deal with the myriad changes, both big and small. [Next slide]



Monthly updates are both an advantage and a challenge
• Requires vigilance and flexibility
• Think small, bite-sized bits
• Consider LibGuides or other research guides instead of tutorials

KEEPING UP/ KEEPING CURRENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The monthly updates are a double-edged sword; Primo VE is nimble and improvements happen with greater rapidity than with Voyager—that is certainly a positive change.However, this mutability also means that Primo VE is in a state of flux. The screenshot at the top of the slide is one of several dozen changes implemented in March 2020. If you had used the screenshot at the left in a tutorial, as of this month, it would have been obsolete. For this reason, materials and resources to assist patrons need to be designed with this changeability in mind. So, if you are going to create tutorials, you should think about making not one long video or screencast, but many shorter, more bite-sized portions—and even this could lead to a great deal of re-recording.This is why a LibGuide, Research guide, or User guide is the preferable format for delivering information to patrons. [Next slide]



LANDING PAGE: AN EXAMPLE OF A MISSED OPPORTUNITY

Since the landing page is the first thing patrons will see, it is important 
to provide information and guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we tend to think of Tutorials and Guides as the primary sites for delivering critical information, we also need to remember the importance of landing pages . . . especially when patrons are first being introduced to Primo VE.We should always be aware that patrons need 1) consistency, 2) clarity, and 3) guidance. And it is best to provide vital information on the landing page, since patrons will often not seek the help they need if they have to go to far afield for it.There are, however, limitations to what a library can do with their landing page--Primo VE does not allow you to turn it into something you would have seen in MySpace. But you can make good use of this real estate by supplying crucial information.The example above seems like a missed opportunity; not only is much of the page blank and uninviting, it also makes the default option to “Ask a Librarian”—and that might not be every patron’s first choice. [Next slide]



LANDING PAGE—AN EXAMPLE WITH BETTER UTILIZATION OF THE SPACE

• Users need to have basic questions answered
• They need to know where to go when they have further questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a landing page that better utilizes the space. While it is still a bit spare, it does fill up the page (and center it) without overcrowding. It explains essential functions, offers tips, and provides a link to ask for help. It also repeatedly reminds its patrons about the name of the school and the library—and this isn’t just branding: it helps users understand that this is a new interface but the same library they know and trust.For your landing page in Primo VE, both function and form matter—and carefully selected information graphics can be the difference between a good or bad first impression for your patrons. [Next slide—Over to Christina]



GRAPHICS

Conceptual Graphics:
• Convey an idea or concept visually
• Tips for conceptual graphics:

• Keep them simple 
• Add text outside the graphic

Procedural graphics:
• Show a step-by-step, technical process, usually in the form of 

screenshots
• Tips for good screenshots:

• Include an appropriate amount of visual information
• Be aware of contrast when annotating
• Keep track of screenshots and update them when necessary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Christina speaking now to talk about graphics. There are two main types of  graphics that we encountered in the land of Primo tutorials and guides, and which you may find yourself needing to create for use in your guides or landing pages: conceptual and procedural. Conceptual graphics convey an idea or concept visually, for example “what is a discovery layer?” or “how to brainstorm topics.” It is best to keep these simple, conveying only the most core concept, to avoid making them over-complicated. If you need to explain more than you can convey in the graphic, it is better to accompany the graphic with outside text than to put text into the graphic. In contrast, procedural graphics show a step-by-step technical process, such as “how to set up your account” or “how to access full text.” They often consist of screenshots. Screenshots should only include as much visual information as is needed. If you are just showing how to use the search box, you do not need to screenshot the entire website. On the other hand, if you are showing where an item is located on the website, show enough surrounding items so that it is easier to locate. It is a delicate balance to strike, but I believe in you. If you include annotations in your screenshots, such as arrows or boxes, make sure they have sufficient contrast to be visible to everyone. Annotations should contrast against the background image both in terms of color, for example blue on white, and in terms of value, for example a dark color on a light color. This makes the screenshots easier to understand for everybody, include those with low vision or limited color vision. Calling back to the currency concerns that Dee Anna discussed, since screenshots show what the interface looks like, they will need to be updated if the interface changes, so use them thoughtfully and keep track of your usage of them so you know when they need to be updated.



AN EXAMPLE OF A GRAPHIC THAT NEEDS WORK

Has a lot of text ●Circles aren’t labeled ● Just an overwhelming amount of info in general

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of an overcomplicated graphic. There is a lot of text in a very small font size, which does not really convey the contents of the various searches anyway. The crowded database and journal icons would have made much more sense as a text list accompanying the Venn diagram, especially since the specific content access may change over time. The circles of the Venn diagram also aren’t labelled so, even though I’ve spent a lot of time looking at this graphic, I’m still not sure what my different search options are. 



AN EXAMPLE OF A BETTER GRAPHIC

Minimal text within the graphic ● Clarifying text included outside to avoid crowding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a better example. It looks more complicated than it really is because I had to edit out the name of the school and library. But if you ignore all those little blue rectangles, you have a very simple Venn diagram with each circle clearly labelled, and the more complicated information about what’s included in each circle is appended as text near the graphic. And when I say the text isn't in the graphic, I don't just mean that it's not inside the circles. I mean the circles are an image file and the text is just plain text on the website next to the graphic. This also makes the textual information more accessible for those using screen readers or just those who need to quickly CTRL+F to find something.



AN EXAMPLE OF A GOOD SCREENSHOT

Explaining how to search, so only shows the search bar ● Annotations (arrows) are high-contrast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally here is an example of a good screenshot. As the text of the guide is just explaining how to do a simple search, all that is included in the screenshot is the search box interface. The arrows that mark where to put the keywords and where the “Submit” button is are both contrasting in color and in value, this time light on dark. There are colorblindness simulators and contrast level checkers on the internet that you can use to make sure your color choices will be visible to everybody. 



Please type your questions into the chat 
box.

This session has been recorded and will 
soon be available on the CARLI website.

Next session:
Usability Basics: Test With Your Users

will begin at 2:30 PM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to wrap up: you should provide instructions for your patrons to help them learn how to use the new systems. There are not a lot of examples to work from yet! But there are considerations regarding content and format that you can think about when creating these instructions, to make sure what you make is useful to your patrons and sustainable for your staff to create and update. That's our presentation; thanks for listening to it, and if you have questions, now is the time to place them in the chat so that we can get to them.
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